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The intelligent information system constructed by the sensor web can monitor all kinds of sudden abnormal events, improve the ability of event discovery and rapid disposal, and promote the development of smart city and the construction of the Internet of Things (IoT). In this paper, we consider the problem of complex integration and poor expansibility in the large-scale full-network operation and maintenance system construction and propose an active and passive event service (APES) method based on the sensor web. In the APES, a system framework with the perception layer, data service layer, event service layer, and user layer is firstly defined and constructed. Secondly, a middleware with the ability to active and passive event service (APES) is designed and implemented based on the system framework. Finally, taking abnormal weather and fire warning as examples, the performance of the proposed event service middleware is tested, respectively. Experimental results show that the proposed APES model in this paper has the advantages of high precision, stable operation, and strong practicability and solves “Information Island” and low reusability in the whole network operation and maintenance system. This is an attempt at the structural design of a similar intelligent information system.

1. Introduction

With the commercially developing industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), the original scattered industrial network is rapidly evolving into a large-scale industrial interconnection network via the integration of information and communications technology (ICT) and operational technology (OT) [1–3]. How to ensure the stable and efficient operation of information communication and digital applications and build a network management system with distributed monitoring and intensive management has become a difficulty in related research and application. Meanwhile, more and more enterprises and industries are paying attention to the economic benefits brought by remote operation and predictive maintenance of network infrastructure.

At present, the combination of the sensor network and event service has become an important content of smart city construction [4, 5]. In 2005, the open geospatial consortium (OGC) proposed a novel sensor web enablement (SWE) framework, and the corresponding sensor web standards and protocols have also been presented. In view of the standard-based discovery, access, subscription, and other operations within the sensor web, the structural differences in communication protocols, data acquisition, processing, and storage in different sensor networks can be eliminated, and then the island effect of sensor networks can be decreased too. Sensor observation server (SOS) mainly focuses on data services. As one of the data sources of event services, SOS manages and stores the data collected by front-end sensors in a unified manner and returns the qualified data to users facing requests.

The event service dedicated to the discovering and alerting of events is usually composed of event providers and event consumers [6, 7]. There are two ways to communicate between the event provider and the event consumer, for example, request-response mode and
subscription-publishing mode [8–10]. Based on the active and passive relationship between the event provider and consumer, the event service is correspondingly divided into active service and passive service [11]. Traditionally, event services are active or passive with respect to service providers. In the event service binary structure composed of event providers and consumers, providers actively “push” services to consumers as active services, and consumers actively “pull” services as passive services. In fact, it is difficult to determine whether these two modes are active or passive under the above definition because the act does not clearly define the “push” or “pull.”

To address the above problems and simplify and clarify the definition of the active and passive relationship of event service, in this paper, the definitions of the active and passive service can be preset as follows: whether the active service or the passive service still takes the event service provider as the reference subject, which emphasizes the core of the event service initiator. If an event service is initiated by the consumer of the service, that is, the service consumer first requests or subscribes to the service from the service provider, the service is regarded as a passive service regardless of the way the service provider provides the service to the service consumer. On the contrary, if the initiator of the service is the provider of the service, the consumer only passively accepts the service, and this mode should be regarded as an active service relative to the reference subject of the service provider. For example, both request-response and subscription-publication event service modes are passive services, and push daily weather forecast, air quality status, and other public service behaviours to the public are the active services. Our proposed active and passive service (APES) model based on the sensor web has the advantages of high precision, stable operation, and strong practicability and effectively solves the island effect and low advantages of high precision, stable operation, and strong service (APES) model based on the sensor web has the active service. Our proposed active and passive services, and push daily weather forecast, air quality status, and other public service behaviours to the public are the active services. Our proposed active and passive service (APES) model based on the sensor web has the advantages of high precision, stable operation, and strong practicability and effectively solves the island effect and low

The major contributions are concluded as follows:

(1) Based on the sensor web framework, the APES scheme is presented from the aspects of service architecture, service mode, and event discovery, which is composed of the perception layer, data service layer, event service layer, and user layer.

(2) An event service middleware (ESM) in the APES method is designed and implemented based on the sensor web. It manages multisource sensor observation data and simplifies the interaction between middleware, data service layer, and users.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work of the APES method based on the sensor web. Section 3 presents details of the event service model including overall architecture and detailed design of the event service layer. Section 4 describes the implementation of the ESM, and Section 5 presents our experimental results. Our conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The object management group (OGM) first formulated the common object request broker architecture (CORBA) specification and event service specification [12–14]. CORBA event service architecture is mainly composed of the event provider, event channel, and event consumer. Due to the intermediary (event channel) between providers and consumers of the CORBA architecture, the providers and consumers do not interact directly. The CORBA event service model has no clear relationship between the active and passive services.

With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT), the event service model still faces the unprecedented challenges. In the CORBA’s trinity event service model, the discovery of events is at the forefront, and the event channel middleware only plays the role of event delivery. The front-end sensors are mainly responsible for the observation and collection of data and are not directly responsible for the discovery (decision) of events. It not only serves as a delivery event but also can discover and filter events. Therefore, the CORBA event service model cannot meet the above requirements for event services on the IoT. OGC complies with the demands of the development of the IoT and proposes a new type of SWE, which satisfies the intelligent requirements for event services in the IoT era to some extent [15]. As an important part of the SWE, the sensor event service (SES) combines the sensor web with event services to deliver perceptive information that meets filter conditions to consumers [16]. The SES specification adopts a subscription-notification pattern of real-time event services and, in essence, is a passive service. As a member of the SWE, SOS is a data service component, which has no event service capability and can only save sensor observation data for a long period of time to facilitate data backtracking [17, 18]. It provides data support for the construction of such event filters when historical observations are required as a reference for the occurrence of an event.

Based on the standard CORBA specification, an active service system framework is proposed, and the active service is defined as the service provider providing the service to the user without the user giving the order [19]. In this framework, the active service corresponds to the “push” pattern in the CORBA specification, the passive service corresponds to the “pull” pattern, the subscription pattern is classified as the active service, and the request-response pattern is classified as the passive service. To some extent, it extends the service mode of traditional event service. A new notification service based on the traditional event service was first presented in 2000. It is compatible with event services, except that notification services add filtering capabilities. Real-time event service is to extend the standard event service to meet the requirements of real-time applications. And it realizes the real-time scheduling strategy, and the information can be allocated and processed in time.

Then, a real-time event detection service with data service middleware (DSWare) was developed [20]. The middleware can handle unreliable individual reports in
real-time event services, sensor observations with different correlations, and real-time events with special attributes. It can support data semantics information including the relative importance and historical patterns of events. However, the accuracy is low, and the practicability is poor.

The SES specification in the overall sensor web framework has been applied to Zanzibar Island in northeast Tanzania, Africa, and successfully realized the monitoring and notification service of water resources [21]. It avoids wasting a lot of time on polluting water sources, indirectly contributing to the region’s workforce and economic development. By integrating multiple object-oriented architecture standards and the real-time event-driven architecture (EDA) package, it sends the data to a central communication middleware, namely, enterprise service bus (ESB), and finally diffuses the data into SES components. By extending the basic CORBA event service specification, a middleware that can complete a real-time event service is designed when consumers can firstly receive notification when an event occurs. It can improve the timeliness and continuity of event service and use efficiency. Since events occur continuously and dynamically in the IoT environment, a hybrid complex event service model based on the IoT resource model is presented, and it has great flexibility and wide application range in the actual applications.

In this paper, we design and implement ESM in APES and use for event discovery and event service. The sensor observation information from the SOS is converted into events so that hot events of public concern can be actively pushed to registered users, while the specific events can be monitored according to the user’s personalized subscription requirements after passively accepting the user’s subscription request. When an event occurs, an alert notification is sent to the user. This scheme not only makes up for the shortage of the CORBA but also solves the defects that SES cannot provide pure active event service.

3. Event Service Model

3.1. Overall Architecture. The APES model consists of four parts, i.e., perception layer, data service layer, event service layer, and application layer. And the overall architecture of the APES model is shown in Figure 1.

The sensor layer consists of a series of sensors that send the collected data to the data service layer. The core of the data service layer is SOS. The event service layer is the core of this model. The ESM is composed of the data request and parsing module, active service module, and passive service module. The main body of the application layer is the user (consumer), which requests service, receives, and displays alarm information by the consumer’s intelligent mobile device.

For the event $M$, the metamodel can be defined as

$$\text{Event } M = (I, d, A, E, L, T),$$

(1)

where $I$ is the number of sensors, and each Event $M$ can be defined by a unique $Id$; $A$ is the attribute of Event $M$, $A = (\text{attr1}, \ldots, \text{attrn})$, $n \geq 0$; $R$ is the EventSet that contains the sets of all the operations OPRSet that caused the Event $M$, $R = (\text{EventSet}, \text{OPRSet})$; $L$ is the location of Event $M$ and can be expressed by the function boundingbox; and $T$ is the occurrence time of Event $M$, real-time or interval events. In event monitoring, the attribute $A$ contains at least the sensor $Id$ and observation results.

The data samples collected by sensor nodes in the network have both autocorrelation and cross-correlation. In return, for a measurement data series of the same physical quantity $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_N$, the sampling time is $T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_N$, and then the correlation of sensor data can be written as follows:

$$R_x(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-k} X_i \cdot X_{i+k},$$

(2)

where $k$ is the sequence step. Although the time variable $T$ does not appear in formula (2), the assumption of the formula is that the continuous data samples are sampled at equal intervals.

Similarly, for the two measurement data series with different physical quantities $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_N$ and $Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_N$, the sampling time is $T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_N$, and then the cross-correlation of sensor data can be written as follows:

$$R_{xy}(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-k} X_i \cdot Y_{i+k},$$

(3)

where $k$ is the sequence step. Cross-correlation reflects the situation where two random numerical variables change simultaneously.

3.2. Detailed Design of the Event Service Layer. The event service layer is the core component of the APES model. It is an intermediary between the data service layer and the application layer (consumer) and a bridge between the data service layer and the application layer, which distinguishes between the active and passive services. In this paper, we implement the function of the event service layer by constructing an ESM composed of three modules. The composition of the event service layer is shown in Figure 2.

3.2.1. Data Request and Parsing Module. The main functions of the module are as follows:

(1) When the active service module or the passive service module is called, the request parameters transmitted by the active service module and the passive service module are encapsulated into an XML format request document conforming to the SOS specification and sent to the SOS.

(2) Parsing the key data in the XML format response document returned by SOS and returning the parsed data to the corresponding event service module.

3.2.2. Active Service Module. The active service does not require the consumer to subscribe or send a request. After the consumer registers the personal information to the event
service layer and applies for membership of the event provider, the event service layer will default the consumer to accept the active event service initiated by the event service middleware. The event filtering component in the active service module performs event filtering according to a preset event judgment expression based on the data returned by the data request and parsing module. If the event was established, the event notification component is invoked to send the alarm information. After the event notification component receives the request that the alarm information needs to be sent, the corresponding alarm information is dynamically generated according to the specific event in the request, and the event alarm information is pushed to the consumer through a short message or an e-mail.

3.2.3. Passive Service Module. The passive service is initiated by the consumer, i.e., the consumer is required to subscribe to the event of interest to the event service layer after the registration is completed. The passive service module consists of the event generation component, event filtering component, and event notification component. The event generation component dynamically generates an event discrimination expression according to the subscription condition of the consumer and transmits the logical expression to the event filtering component. The event filtering component filters the event according to the event discrimination expression based on the data request and analysis module, and if the event is established, the event notifying component is called to send alarm information. The event notification component publishes the event alarm information to the user who subscribed to the event.

4. Implementation of ESM

4.1. ESM Design. ESM is a component between the data service layer and the application layer, which is the bridge between the above two parts. ESM is in the event service layer, which is the core component of this model. ESM is composed of three parts, parsing module, active service module, and passive service module, which cooperate to complete all the functions of the event service layer. The composition of the ESM is shown in Figure 3.

4.1.1. Parsing Module. As shown in Figure 3, all functions of the parsing module are implemented by the parser. The parser is the bridge of information exchange between the data service layer and event service layer. The information exchange between active (passive) modules and the data service layer needs to be completed by the parser, and the parser is responsible for interacting with the SOS.

4.1.2. Active Service Module. The event service controller, event filter, and timer logic jointly realize data processing and event filtering of active service. The composition of the active service module is shown in Figure 4.

The event service controller controls the on or off specific event monitoring in the active service. That is to say, it mainly reflects the initiative of the event service by the event service controller and is not restricted to the received active service.

The timer logic is used to control the frequency at which event alert messages are sent. If the active service cycle $T_s$ (data requests, document parsing, event filtering, and judgment after every $T_s$ time) is short and events continue to occur for a period, middleware will push the same alert message to consumers every $T_s$ time without timer logic components, which can result in wasted resources and poor user experience. This module in the timer logic component presets an alarm period $T_0$; when an alarm is issued, the next alarm interval should not be less than the time.

The event filter is responsible for the discovery of the event. It constructs an event filter expression based on the observed attributes of one or more sensors and uses the sensor observations parsed by the parser as the input to the
expression. When the expression is established, the event which satisfies the condition will be generated, and the event alarm program will be triggered.

The initiator of the active service is the ESM, and the consumers passively accept the services from the ESM. When starting an active event service, the initial state of the event service controller will be turned on, and the event service controller sends a data request to the parser. After receiving the request, the parser first judges whether the parsed document corresponding to the request exists.

4.1.3. Passive Service Module. The passive service module consists of two parts: a user service controller deployed on the user’s smart phone and an event filter deployed on the server. The composition of the passive service module is shown in Figure 5.

The user service controller is arranged on the smart phone of the user and is responsible for subscribing events to the event service layer to initiate an event service process. Once the event service subscription is successful, the filter of the event service layer starts a passive event service process.
until the event is established, and an alarm notification is sent to the user. Visible, passive service is initiated by consumers, service enabled or not controlled by the user.

Event filter is the core of the passive event service, which is responsible for receiving user’s event subscription, constructing event filter expression in real time, sending data service request to the parser, receiving the parsing result returned by the parser, and judging whether the expression is established according to these results. Once the expression is established, the event to which the user subscribes occurs, and an alert notification is immediately sent to the user.

When a consumer subscribes to the ESM service, the consumer’s registration information is verified first. If the consumer has not previously registered personal information with the SOS service, there is no right to subscribe to the service because middleware only provides services for registered users. If the user has already registered, the service subscribed by the user will be sent to the middleware.

4.2. Middleware Implementation

4.2.1. Data Request and Parsing Module Implementation. A class named parser is created to implement the functions of the data request and parsing module, and Table 1 illustrates a detailed structure diagram of the class.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the class contains two member variables and two member methods. The access permission of the GetData method is public, which is mainly used by the outside world to obtain the data of the corresponding sensor. Invoking this method needs to pass in two parameters, namely, the ID number of the sensor and the observation attribute (offering) that needs to be obtained. Then, the method will generate an XML request document conforming to the SOS standard and send a request to the SOS. The SOS returns an XML-formatted document in response to the request. This method returns the document name as a string and stores it in the XMLDoc member variable. The XMLDoc variable access permission is private to prevent the external modification of the document to ensure the authenticity of the data and event judgment results. The access permission of the AnalyseData method is also public, which can be invoked by the outside class. The main function of this method is to parse the content of the returned XML document. The XMLDoc member property is passed to the method as an argument. The AnalyseData method uses the SAX parsing technique to return the parsing results in the string format and store them in the
Result member variable. The access permission of the Result member variable is public which can be obtained by the outside world for filtering events. By the above four members of the class, the parser class implements the functions of request document generation, sending, and response document parsing.

### 4.2.2. Active Service Module Implementation

A class named ActiveEventService is created to implement the function of the active service module of the ESM, and Table 2 illustrates a detailed structure diagram of the class.

It can be seen from Table 2 that there are two member variables and two member methods in this class. The CycleControl method is used to control the thread loop process. If \( T_s \) is passed as a parameter to the method, all the methods in the ActiveEventService class will execute the cycle in \( T_s \) period. The EventJudgement method mainly filters events. When this method runs, it first calls the GetData method of the Parser class to request data and then calls the AnalyseData method to perform data parsing. Finally, a series of logical combinations are judged based on the data stored in the Result variable.

### 4.2.3. Passive Service Module Implementation

A class named PassiveEventService is created to implement the functionality of the passive service module for the ESM, and Table 3 illustrates a detailed structure diagram of the class.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the class has three member methods and two member variables. The CycleControl method is used to control the thread loops of this class. If you enter a time parameter of \( T_s \), the methods in that class cycle through \( T_s \). The DynamicJudgement method is triggered when a user subscribes to a passive service module for an event. The user’s subscription conditions are passed in as arguments to the method, which parses the subscription and dynamically generates an event filter. Finally, the filter’s logical discriminate expression is returned in the string format and passed to the EventJudgement method.

### 4.2.4. Alarm Notification Implementation

ESM provides two ways to send alerts, i.e., SMS and e-mail. Create SMSSend class and EmailSend class to realize the function of SMS notification and e-mail notification, respectively. There is only one implementation method in both classes. In this work, in the implementation of mail function by the JDK e-mail functions, the ESM just needs to send the message subject and content to the method in this class, and then mail will be automatically generated and sent out through the SMTP protocol. The realization of SMS alarm function uses the third-party platform. By encapsulating the implementation interface given by the third-party platform, the ESM only needs to transmit the user number and the content of the received EMS to the method in the SMSSend class, and if the transmission is successful, the server receives the returned status code 200 in the background.

### 5. Experimental Results

#### 5.1. Active Service Simulation and Testing

The performance of the active service module is tested by abnormal weather warning. In the test, there are two conditions which can be defined as follows:

1. **High temperature event**: the temperature is higher than 35°C, which is a simple event involving real-time observations of only one sensor
2. **Cold wave event**: the temperature drops more than 8°C, and the current temperature is less than 4°C within 24 hours, which is a complex event, involving not only the real-time observation data of the sensor but also the historical data of the sensor

PC1 is used to simulate the temperature sensor with ID number temp_S-1-1, and a 96-size array is designed to store a set of temperature data representing the 48-hour real-time observations of the sensor, and then PC1 sequentially extracts one temperature data from the array at 30-minute intervals and sends it to the SOS. SOS receives this data and saves it to the database table. Table 4 demonstrates the part of the simulated temperature data. The first 24 hours will trigger a high temperature anomaly, and the second 24 hours will trigger a cold wave anomaly as the temperature drops.
After the active service starts, the middleware sends a request to the SOS to obtain the latest observation data, the SOS returns the first real-time temperature (15°C) (serial number: 7801) to the middleware, and the middleware performs event filtering; no high temperature event occurs because the temperature is lower than 35°C. Thereafter, the middleware performs data request and event filtering in a 30-minute cycle. The temperature rises gradually as time goes on. When the temperature reaches 36°C (serial number: 7822), a high-temperature abnormal event is triggered, and the active event service module successfully sends the alarm information to the consumer by SMS and e-mail, respectively, as shown in Figure 7.

After 24 hours, the simulated temperature gradually drops. When the temperature obtained by the sensor is 8°C (serial number: 7855), the condition of "temperature drop over 8°C in 24 hours" has been met. However, the current temperature has not reached below 4°C, and the cold wave weather alarm is not triggered by the system. With the passage of time, when the temperature obtained by middleware is 3°C (serial number: 7895), the second condition of cold wave weather is met, and the cold wave weather alarm is triggered at this time. The active event service module successfully sends the alarm information to the consumer by SMS and e-mail, as shown in Figure 8.

### 5.2. Passive Service Simulation and Testing

In the test, the condition of the fire event can be defined as follows:

1. The temperature rises rapidly above 80°C ($t > 80$)
Table 4: Simulated partial temperature data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor ID</th>
<th>Observation value (°C)</th>
<th>Observation serial number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The alarm information of high temperature weather by SMS and e-mail.

Table 5: Simulated partial temperature and carbon dioxide concentration data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor ID</th>
<th>Observation value (°C)</th>
<th>Observation serial number</th>
<th>Sensor ID</th>
<th>Observation value (°C)</th>
<th>Observation serial number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8801</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>8801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8802</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>8802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8840</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>8840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8841</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>8841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>8884</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>8884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>8885</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>8885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>8895</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>8895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp_S-1-2</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>8896</td>
<td>Carb_S-1-1</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>8896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The alarm information of the cold weather event by SMS and e-mail.
In this paper, we propose a novel event service framework named APES based on the sensor web for the elimination of “Information Island” and low reusability in the whole network operation and maintenance system. In the model, there are perception layer, data service layer, event service layer, and application layer, and the core part is the ESM module. Finally, taking abnormal weather and fire warning as an example, the performance of the ESM module is tested, and the experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and the practicality of the ESM.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel event service framework named APES based on the sensor web for the elimination of “Information Island” and low reusability in the whole network operation and maintenance system. In the model, there are perception layer, data service layer, event service layer, and application layer, and the core part is the ESM module. Finally, taking abnormal weather and fire warning as an example, the performance of the ESM module is tested, and the experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and the practicality of the ESM.

Meanwhile, the SOS information is used as the data source of event service; that is, the front-end sensor does not interact directly with the ESM module to realize event monitoring but sends the collected data to the SOS and stores in the database. To some extent, it results in the delay of event alarm and affects the real-time performance of event discovery. In addition, the performance of the proposed method is tested in the experimental environment instead of real sensor data. In the future, we will exploit APES for a wider range of tests, such as the interactive mode of data and the real sensor web data environment.
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